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Abstract—Software bloat is code that is packaged in an application but is actually not used and not necessary to run the application.
The presence of bloat is an issue for software security, for performance, and for maintenance. In recent years, several works have
proposed techniques to detect and remove software bloat. In this paper, we introduce a novel technique to debloat Java bytecode
through dynamic analysis, which we call trace-based debloat. We have developed JDBL, a tool that automates the collection of
accurate execution traces and the debloating process. Given a Java project and a workload, JDBL generates a debloated version of the
project that is syntactically correct and preserves the original behavior, modulo the workload. We evaluate the feasibility and the
effectiveness of trace-based debloat with 395 open-source Java libraries for a total 10M+ lines of code. We demonstrate that our
approach significantly reduces the size of these libraries while preserving the functionalities needed by their clients.
Index Terms—Software Bloat, Dynamic Analysis, Program Specialization, Build Automation, Software Maintenance
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1 INTRODUCTION
SOFTWARE systems have a natural tendency to grow overtime, both in terms of size and complexity [1], [2], [3]. A
part of this growth comes with the addition of new features or
different types of patches. Another part is due to the potentially
useless code that accumulates over time. This phenomenon,
known as software bloat, is becoming more prevalent with
the emergence of large software frameworks [4], [5], [6], and
the widespread practice of code reuse [7], [8]. Software debloat
consists of automatically removing unnecessary code [9]. This
poses several challenges for code analysis and transformation:
determine the bloated parts of the software system [10], [11],
[12], remove this part while keeping the integrity of the system,
produce a debloated version of the system that can still run
and provide useful features. In this context, the problem of ef-
fectively and safely debloating real-world applications remains
a long-standing software engineering endeavor.
Previous works on software debloat have proposed differ-
ent techniques, each of them tailored to a specific language.
Significant efforts have been devoted to software debloat for
C/C++ executable binaries. In this context, debloat starts from
a program in which dependencies are compiled and linked
statically [13], [14], [12]. Debloat approaches for Java are scarce
in the literature, and rely on static analysis to detect unreach-
able code [15], [16]. These techniques are challenged by the
dynamic features of the language, such as type-induced de-
pendencies [17], dynamic class loading [18], and reflection [19].
In addition, static analysis techniques are conservative and do
not remove unused code [20], [16], i.e., the parts of an application
that can be reached statically but are not executed at run-time,
within a specific period, in a production environment.
In this paper, we propose a novel software debloat tech-
nique to remove unused Java bytecode: trace-based debloat. The
core novelty consists of steering the debloat process with in-
formation obtained from the collection of execution traces. This
technique aims to capture bytecode usage information by mon-
itoring the dynamic behavior of the system. Its automatable
nature allows us to scale the debloat technique to large and
diverse software projects, without any additional configuration.
We implement this approach in a tool called JDBL, the Java
DeBLoat tool designed to debloat Java projects configured to
build with Maven.
JDBL is the first software tool to debloat Java bytecode
that combines trace collection, bytecode removal, and build
validation. JDBL is designed around three debloat phases. First,
JDBL addresses the challenge of spotting unnecessary code
while keeping the program cohesive. It leverages diverse code
coverage tools to collect a set of accurate execution traces for
debloating. This process involves executing the Maven project
with an existing workload and monitoring its behavior at run-
time through dynamic analysis. Second, JDBL modifies the
bytecode to remove unnecessary code, i.e. code that has not
been traced in the first phase. Bytecode removal is performed
on the project as well as on the whole tree of third-party
dependencies. Third, JDBL validates the debloat by executing
the workload and verifying that the debloated project preserves
the behavior of the original project.
We run JDBL on a curated benchmark of 395 open-source
Java libraries, to evaluate its correctness and effectiveness.
Our results show that JDBL is capable of automatically de-
bloating 311 (78.7%) real-world Java libraries, and preserving
the correctness of 220 (70.7%) of these libraries. We provide
quantitative evidence of the massive presence of unnecessary
code in software artifacts: 62.2% of classes in the libraries are
bloated. The removal of this bloated code significantly reduces
bytecode size: JDBL saves 68.3% of the libraries’ disk space,
which represents a mean reduction of 25.8% per library.
In order to further validate the relevance of trace-based de-
bloat, we perform a second set of experiments with projects that
use the libraries that we debloated with JDBL. This is the first
time that the debloat results are not only evaluated with respect
to the debloated subjects, but also on their clients. The goal
is to demonstrate that JDBL produces debloated artifacts that
still provide relevant functionalities. Our experiment shows
firstly that the compilation of 957/1,001 (95.6%) clients are not
affected by the debloat of the library. Secondly, that the behavior
of the test suite of 229/283 (80.9%) clients is preserved.
In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
• The conceptual foundation of trace-based debloat for Java:
a practical approach to debloat software through the col-
lection of execution traces.
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2• A novel open-source tool, JDBL, which is capable of auto-
matically producing debloated versions of Java artifacts.
• The largest empirical study of software debloat powered
by an original protocol and an experimental framework
that automates the evaluation of JDBL on 395 libraries
hosted on GitHub.
• A novel assessment of the impact of debloat for library
clients, performed with 1,370 clients of the 220 libraries
that JDBL successfully debloats.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2
presents a motivating example together with the definition of
trace-based debloat. Sections 3, 4, and 5 present the design
and evaluation of JDBL. Sections 6 and 7 present the threats
to validity and the related work.
2 TRACE-BASED DEBLOAT
In this section, we illustrate the impact of software bloat in the
context of Java applications and introduce our novel concept of
trace-based debloat.
2.1 Motivating example
Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of a typical Java project.
JPROJECT implements a set of features and reuses function-
alities provided by third-party dependencies. To illustrate the
notion of software bloat, we focus on one specific functionality
that JPROJECT reuses: parsing a configuration file located in the
file system, provided by the commons-configuration21 library.
The commons-configuration2 library provides a generic
interface which enables any Java application to read con-
figuration data files from a variety of source formats, e.g.,
properties, json, xml, yaml, etc. In our example, JPROJECT
accepts two types of configuration formats, properties and
json files, and uses commons-configuration2 to parse them.
To read a properties file, it uses the Configurations helper
class from the library. To read a json file, it instantiates a
FileBasedConfigurationBuilder for reading the configura-
tion file with the class JSONConfiguration, a specialized hier-
archical configuration class in the library that parses json files.
Although the commons-configuration2 library provides
an interface to handle a diverse set of file formats, JPROJECT
only needs to use two of them. Therefore, all the rest of the
functionalities provided by the library are unnecessary for the
project. Still, all the classes of the library must be added in the
classpath of JPROJECT, as well as all the run-time dependencies
of the library. Figure 1 shows this phenomenon: only the
API members in green are necessary for the project, whereas
all the code that belongs to the components in red, which
includes all the functionalities for parsing other types of files
than properties and json, are bloated with respect to JPRO-
JECT. This represents a considerable number of unnecessary
classes from the commons-configuration2 library included in
the project. In addition, by declaring a dependency towards
commons-configuration2, JPROJECT has to include the classes
of a total of 7 transitive dependencies in its classpath. Some
classes in the dependency B are used for the two file formats
supported by JPROJECT, and parsing json files requires func-
tions from dependencies C and D. Notice that all the classes in
the dependencies E, F, G, and H, are bloated with respect to
JPROJECT.
In summary, a small part of JPROJECT is in charge of han-
dling configuration files. The project declares a dependency to
a third-party library that facilitates this task. Consequently, the
1. https://commons.apache.org/proper/commons-configuration2
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Fig. 1: Typical code reuse scenario in the Java ecosystem. The
Java project, JPROJECT, uses functionalities provided by the
library commons-configuration2. The square node represents
the bytecode in JPROJECT, rounded nodes are dependencies,
circles inside the nodes are API members called in the bytecode
of libraries and dependencies. Used elements are in green,
bloated elements are in red.
project imports additional code that is not necessary. The Java
packaging mechanism includes all the unnecessary bytecode in
the JAR file of the application at each release, regardless of the
functionalities that the project actually uses.
This simplified example illustrates the typical characteristics
of Java projects: they are composed of a main module and
import third-party dependencies; all the code of the main
module, the dependencies, and the transitive dependencies are
packaged in the project’s JAR; the existence of disjoint execution
paths makes Java projects susceptible to include unnecessary
functionalities from libraries declared as dependencies.
In this paper, we focus on removing unnecessary function-
alities from compiled Java projects and their dependencies in
order to mitigate software bloat. This involves the detection
and removal of the reachable bytecode instructions that do not
provide any functionalities to the project at run-time, both in its
own classes and the classes of its dependencies.
2.2 Definitions
We define the key concepts used throughout this work and
build upon these to introduce the definition of trace-based
debloat.
Definition 1. Maven project: A Maven project is a collection
of source code files and configuration files organized to build with
Maven.
Maven projects must include a particular build file, called
pom.xml, which defines all the dependencies and build instruc-
tions necessary to produce an artifact. Artifacts are typically
packaged as JAR files. These files are then deployed to a binary
code repository to facilitate reuse by other projects. In this work,
the compiled Maven project is referred to as a library, and the
project that reuses the library is called a client.
Definition 2. Input space: The input space of a compiled Maven
project is the set of all valid inputs for its public Application Pro-
gramming Interface (API).
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Fig. 2: High-level architecture of JDBL, a three-phase trace-based debloat tool: Trace, Remove, and Validate.
Maven projects provide API members, abstracting imple-
mentation details to facilitate external reuse. Libraries generally
provide public API members for external reuse. However, there
exist other dynamic reuse mechanisms that can be utilized by
Java clients (e.g., through reflection, dynamic proxies, or the use
of unsafe APIs).
Definition 3. Workload: A workload is a set of valid inputs
belonging to the input space of a compiled Maven project.
Workloads are particularly useful for performing dynamic
analysis. For example, workloads are used to detect distinct
execution paths in software applications, e.g., through profil-
ing, and observability tasks. This type of technique aims at
using monitoring tools to analyze how the application reacts
to different workloads at run-time.
Definition 4. Execution trace: An execution trace is a sequence
of calls between bytecode instructions in a compiled Maven project,
obtained as a result of executing the project with a valid workload.
Given a valid workload for a project, one can obtain dy-
namic information about the program’s behavior by collecting
execution traces. In this work, we consider a trace as a sequence
of calls, at the level of classes and methods, in compiled Java
classes. These traces include the bytecode of the project itself,
as well as the classes and methods in third-party libraries.
Definition 5. Trace-based debloat: Given a project and an execu-
tion trace collected when running a specific workload on the project,
trace-based debloat consists of removing the bytecode constructs that
are not necessary to run the workload. Trace-based debloat takes a
project and workload as input and produces a valid compiled Java
project as output. The generated project, called the debloated project,
is executable and has the same behavior as the original, modulo the
workload.
Let P be a program that contains a set of instructions SP and a
workload that exercises a set FP of instructions, where FP ⊂ SP .
Trace-based debloat transforms P into a correct program P ′, where
|SP ′ | < |SP | and P ′ preserves the same behavior as P when
executing the workload.
In the next section, we present the details of JDBL, the first
end-to-end tool to perform automated trace-based debloat for
Java bytecode.
3 JDBL
In this section, we describe our main technical contribution in
detail: an end-to-end pipeline for performing automatic trace-
based debloat of Java programs, implemented in the JDBL tool.
Figure 2 illustrates the main architecture of JDBL. It receives
as input a Java project that builds correctly with Maven and
a workload that exercises the project. JDBL yields as output
a debloated version of the packaged project that builds cor-
rectly and preserves all the functionalities necessary to run that
particular workload. The debloat procedure consists of three
main phases: the Trace phase for collecting usage information
based on dynamic execution traces, the Remove phase for mod-
ifying the bytecode of the artifact based on the traces, and the
Validate phase for assessing the correctness of the debloated
artifact (i.e., syntactic and semantic correctness).
Algorithm 1 details the end-to-end debloat procedure of
JDBL. The algorithm contains three subroutines, corresponding
to each debloating phase. The Trace phase (lines 1 to 11) starts
compiling the source files of the project P that is given as
input, resolving all its direct and transitive dependencies D,
and adding the bytecode to the classpath CP of the project
(line 1). JDBL proceeds to instrument the whole bytecode
contained in CP (line 2), and initializes a map USG of pairs
class → [method1,method2, ...,methodn], in which the classes
and methods used when executing W will be stored (line 3).
Then, JDBL executes W on the instrumented bytecode: each
element w in the workload is executed (line 5), and the classes
and methods executed are added to USG (lines 8 and 11).
Note that the main challenge here is to get an accurate im-
plementation of the function isExecuted, which is in charge
of determining the actual usage status of classes and methods.
Then, JDBL moves forward to the Remove phase (lines 12 to
18). Each class and method in the original bytecode that is not
traced is removed (lines 14 and 18). At this step, JDBL can
be configured to stop the debloat at the class level, or can go
further with the removal of bloated methods. In the Validate
phase (lines 19 to 23), the workloadW is executed again on the
original version of P , to collect the program’s original behavior
in the variable OBS (line 19). Then, JDBL performs two checks
in line 20: a syntactic check that passes if the build of the
debloated program is successful, and a behavioral check that
passes if the debloated artifact preserves the original behavior
ofP . Finally, the bytecode is packaged as a JAR file and returned
(lines 22 and 23).
In the following subsections, we describe each of the three
phases in more detail. We discuss the key technical challenges
for trace-based debloat in Java and how JDBL overcomes them
through its implementation.
3.1 Trace phase
The goal of the Trace phase in JDBL is to collect a set of execu-
tion traces that are both accurate and complete, capturing the
dependencies, classes, and methods that are used during the
execution of a Java application. The Trace phase receives two
inputs: a compilable set of Java sources, and a workload, i.e.,
a collection of entry-points and resources necessary to execute
the compiled sources. For example, the workload can be a set
of test scenarios, a production workload that can be replayed.
The output of the Trace phase is the original, unmodified,
bytecode of the compiled sources and a set of execution traces
that includes the minimal set of classes and methods required
to execute the workload.
4Algorithm 1: Trace-based debloat procedure for Java.
Input: A correct program P that contains a set of source
files S, and declares a set of dependencies D.
Input: A workloadW that exercises at least one
functionality in P .
Output: A correct version of P , called P ′, which is
smaller than P and contains the necessary code
to executeW and obtain the same results as with
P .
// ¬ Trace phase
1 CP ← compileSources(S, P) ∪ getDependencies(D, P);
2 INST ← instrument(CP );
3 USG← ∅;
4 foreach w ∈ W do
5 execute(w, INST );
6 foreach class ∈ INST do
7 if isExecuted(class) then
8 USG← addKey(class, USG);
9 foreach method ∈ class do
10 if isExecuted(method) then
11 USG← addV al(method, class, USG);
// ­ Remove phase
12 foreach class ∈ CP do
13 if class 6∈ keys(USG) then
14 CP ← CP \ class;
15 else
16 foreach method ∈ class do
17 if method 6∈ values(class, USG) then
18 CP ← CP \method;
// ® Validate phase
19 OBS ← execute(W , P);
20 if !buildSuccess(CP ) | execute(W, CP ) 6= OBS then
21 return ALERT;
22 P ′ ← package(CP );
23 return P ′;
3.1.1 Leveraging coverage techniques for trace collection
To collect accurate usage information in the form of execution
traces for a Maven project, JDBL leverages JaCoCo,2 a modern
code coverage tool that operates on the bytecode. JaCoCo is
a mature, actively maintained, efficient, and widely adopted
coverage tool for Java that provides the necessary infrastructure
for bytecode instrumentation, monitoring, and trace collection.
Similar to other code coverage products that rely on bytecode
transformations [21], JaCoCo is originally designed to perform
the following steps when computing the code coverage of a
project under test:
1) Bytecode instrumentation. The bytecode is enriched by the
injection of probes at particular locations of the control
flow, depending on the granularity level of the coverage.
2) Artifact execution. The instrumented bytecode is executed
in order to collect the information on which probes are
activated at run-time.
3) Coverage report. The activated regions of the bytecode are
mapped with the source code, and a coverage report is
given to the user.
2. https://www.eclemma.org/JaCoCo
JDBL leverages the bytecode instrumentation and the ar-
tifact execution capabilities of JaCoCo to identify the bytecode
elements that are executed by a particular workload. One major
technical contribution of JDBL is to adapt the instrumentation
and observability capabilities of JaCoCo to serve its debloat-
ing objective. These adaptations address two shortcomings
of JaCoCo for debloating: 1) extend coverage monitoring to
the complete dependency tree, and 2) augment the coverage
capabilities in order to build a more accurate trace than the
default trace obtained with JaCoCo. In the following sections,
we explain how we overcome these technical challenges in
JDBL.
3.1.2 Code coverage for the complete dependency tree of a
Java project
JDBL is designed to trace and remove the unnecessary bytecode
in the compiled project as well as in its dependencies. To do so,
JDBL extends the coverage information provided by JaCoCo
to the level of dependencies down the dependency tree of the
project. This requires modifying the way JaCoCo interacts with
Maven during the artifacts’ build life-cycle.
Resolving all the dependencies from external repositories
is a fundamental step before performing bytecode instrumen-
tation. JDBL relies on the automated build infrastructure of
Maven for the compilation of the Java project and the resolution
of its dependencies. Maven provides dedicated plugins for
fetching and storing all the direct and transitive dependencies
of the project. Therefore, JDBL relies on the Maven dependency
management mechanisms, which are all based on the use of a
pom.xml file that declares the direct dependencies of the project
towards third-party libraries. These dependencies are JAR files
hosted in external repositories (e.g., Maven Central3).
Only dependencies with runtime scope are packaged by
Maven at the end of the building process. Therefore, JDBL does
not need to instrument dependencies required for other build
tasks (e.g., JUnit for testing). Once the dependencies have been
downloaded and stored locally, JDBL compiles the Java sources
and unpacks all the bytecode of the project and its dependen-
cies into the same local directory. Then, it proceeds to inject
probes at the beginning and end of the Java bytecode methods.
JDBL instruments the bytecode of classes and dependencies in
off-line mode, before the execution and trace-collection tasks.
As for the trace collection, during the execution of the instru-
mented application, JaCoCo receives an event every time the
execution hits an injected probe. JDBL executes the application
with the given workload, captures the covered classes and
methods, and combines them into a single execution trace. In
contrast with code coverage tools, the report of JDBL is not the
covered source code, but the set of bytecode elements in the
execution trace. This set is the output of the Trace phase.
3.1.3 Complete coverage reports
The collection of complete execution traces involves several
challenges related to compilation and bytecode instrumenta-
tion. First, the bytecode instrumentation must be safe, i.e., it
should not alter the behavior of the application at run-time.
Second, the trace must be complete, i.e., all the bytecode that
is necessary to execute the workload should be reported as
covered. Third, the instrumentation must be efficient, and the
injected probes should not impose a significant performance
overhead during the execution of the application.
From the challenges described above, the second one is
the most relevant for our debloat purposes: missing a class in
3. https://mvnrepository.com/repos/central
51 public class Foo {
2 public void m1() {
3 m2();
4 }
5 public void m2() {
6 throw new IllegalArgumentException();
7 }
8 }
9
10 public class FooTest {
11 @Test(expected = IllegalArgumentException.class)
12 public void test() {
13 Foo foo = new Foo();
14 foo.m1();
15 }
16 }
Listing 1: Example of an incomplete coverage report given
by JaCoCo. The method m2 is executed when running the
method test in FooTest. However, this method is not
considered as covered by JaCoCo.
the trace means that JDBL will remove a necessary piece of
bytecode, causing the debloated application to be syntactically
or semantically incorrect. In this regard, we observe that the
completeness of execution traces may be affected due to two
main reasons. First, different coverage tools have divergent
coverage strategies to handle the variety of existing bytecode
constructs [22]. Consequently, these tools provide different re-
ports for the same build setup, posing a challenge for debloat
usage. Second, the Java compiler transforms the bytecode,
causing information gaps between source and bytecode, e.g., by
inlining constants or creating synthetic API members in certain
situations [14]. In this case, it is not possible for coverage tools
to collect information missing in the original bytecode. The
following examples illustrate these limitations.
Listing 1 shows an example of an incorrect coverage report
caused by a design limitation of JaCoCo. The method m2 (lines
5 to 7) is not considered as covered by JaCoCo. However, it
is clear that, if we remove it, the test in class FooTest fails
(lines 11 to 15). The reason for this unexpected behavior is
that the JaCoCo probe insertion strategy does not consider
implicit exceptions thrown from invoked methods. These types
of exceptions are subclasses of the classes RuntimeException
and Error, and are expected to be thrown by the JVM itself.
If the control flow between two probes is interrupted by an
exception not explicitly created with a throw statement, all the
instructions in between are considered as not covered because
JaCoCo misses the instrumentation probe on the exit point of
the method. To mitigate this issue, JaCoCo adds an additional
probe between the instructions of two lines whenever the
subsequent line contains at least one method invocation. This
limits the effect of implicit exceptions from method invocations
to single lines of source. However, the approach only works
for class files compiled with debug information (line numbers)
and does not consider implicit exceptions from other instruc-
tions than method invocations (e.g., NullPointerException
or ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException). In conclusion, JaCoCo
does not consider methods with a single-line invocation to
other methods that throw exceptions as covered, which has a
negative impact on the precision of the execution trace in this
particular scenario.
Listing 2 shows an example of incorrect coverage due to
the inability of JaCoCo to trace implicit methods in enumerated
types. FooEnum is a Java enumerated type declaring the string
constant MAGIC with the value “forty two" (line 2). The test
method in the class FooEnumTest asserts the value of the con-
stant in line 12. However, FooEnum is not covered according to
JaCoCo. The reason is that, in Java, every enumerated type im-
1 public enum FooEnum {
2 MAGIC("forty two");
3 public final String label;
4 private FooEnum(String label) {
5 this.label = label;
6 }
7 }
8
9 public class FooEnumTest {
10 @Test
11 public void test() {
12 assertEquals("forty two", FooEnum.valueOf("MAGIC").label);
13 }
14 }
Listing 2: Example of an incomplete coverage result
given by JaCoCo. The compiler-generated method valueOf
in FooEnum is executed. However, this method is not
instrumented and FooEnum is reported as not covered.
plicitly extends the class java.lang.Enum, which implements
the methods Enum.values() and Enum.valueOf(). These are
compiler-generated methods, i.e., the javac compiler injects
them at compile-time. These methods are not traced by various
coverage tools, which degrades the overall completeness of the
produced execution trace.
Listing 3 shows another example of an incorrect coverage
report. The variable MAGIC, initialized with a final static integer
literal in line 2, is used in the FooTest class as Foo.MAGIC (line
8). However, the class Foo is not detected as covered by any
code coverage tool based on bytecode instrumentation. The
cause is a bytecode optimization implemented in the javac
compiler, which is designed to inline constants at compilation
time. Listing 4 shows the bytecode generated after compiling
the sources of the FooTest class in Listing 3. As we observe
in lines 4 to 5, the value of the constant MAGIC is directly
substituted by its integer value, and hence the reference to the
class Foo is lost in the bytecode. Note that, if we remove the
class Foo, the program will not compile correctly.
To overcome the limitations of JaCoCo, JDBL augments its
coverage capabilities through the combination of information
harvested by diverse coverage and monitoring tools. This ap-
proach allows consolidating the collection of a more complete
and accurate execution trace. For example, we develop Yajta,4
a customized tracing agent that handles the case presented in
Listing 1 by inserting the probe at the beginning of methods,
including the default constructor. We also combine the coverage
reports of JCov,5 a mature coverage tool that handles the
compiled-generated method presented in Listing 2. To obtain
the list of classes that are loaded dynamically, we parse the
output of the JVM class loader, this approach facilitates the han-
dling of corner cases such as the example presented in Listing 3.
In summary, JDBL relies on the diversity of implementations
of the following coverage tools in order to consolidate the
coverage report for debloat:
• JaCoCo: A mature and widely used Java code coverage
tool. JaCoCo relies on ASM6 for performing bytecode
instrumentation. It supports statements as well as branch
coverage.
• JCov: A pure Java implementation of a code coverage tool.
JCov is officially maintained by Oracle and used for mea-
suring coverage in the Java platform (JDK). It maintains the
version of Java which is currently under development and
supports the processing of large volumes of heterogeneous
workloads.
4. https://github.com/castor-software/yajta
5. https://wiki.openjdk.java.net/display/CodeTools/jcov
6. https://asm.ow2.io
61 class Foo(){
2 public static final int MAGIC = 42;
3 }
4
5 public class FooTest {
6 @Test
7 public void test() {
8 assertEquals(42, Foo.MAGIC);
9 }
10 }
Listing 3: Example of an inaccurate coverage report. The
class Foo is not considered covered by any coverage tool,
since the primitive constant MAGIC is inlined with its actual
integer value by the Java compiler at compilation time.
1 public class org.example.FooTest {
2 public void test();
3 Code:
4 0: BIPUSH 42
5 2: BIPUSH 42
6 // Method junit/framework/TestCase.assertEquals:(II)V
7 4: INVOKESTATIC #3
8 7: RETURN
9 }
Listing 4: Excerpt of the disassembled bytecode of Listing 3.
• Yajta: A customized tracing agent developed by us to cover
some corner cases, e.g., synthetic, and compiled generated
methods. Yajta is engineered to work offline and uses
Javassist7 for bytecode instrumentation.
• JVM class loader: The JVM dynamically links classes before
executing them. The -verbose:class option of the JVM
enables logging of class loading and unloading. We use
this mode as a complement of the bytecode coverage tools
for collecting the classes loaded by the JVM during the
workload execution.
3.2 Remove phase
The goal of the Remove phase is to eliminate all the unnecessary
bytecode instructions in the original class files of the project.
Once JDBL analyzes the traces collected in the Trace phase,
it proceeds to remove the non-traced class files in two passes.
First, all the unused classes are directly removed from the class-
path of the project. After this pass, all the bytecode of the meth-
ods in the classes that belong to the collected execution traces
are visited and, for those that were not traced, i.e., methods that
are not part of the execution path, JDBL replaces the body of
the method to throw in an UsupportedOperationException.
We choose to throw an exception instead of removing the
entire method to avoid JVM validation errors caused by the
nonexistence of methods that are implementations of interfaces
and abstract classes.
In summary, JDBL removes the following bloated bytecode
elements from Java artifact:
• Bloated methods. A method is considered bloated if it is
not triggered after executing the artifact with a given
workload.
• Bloated classes. A class is considered bloated if it has not
been instantiated or called via reflection and none of its
fields or methods are used.
• Bloated dependencies. A dependency is considered bloated
if none of its classes or methods are used when executing
the artifact with a given workload. In this work, we refer,
particularly to Maven dependencies.
7. https://www.javassist.org
3.3 Validate phase
The goal of the Validate phase is to assess the syntactic and
semantic correctness of the debloated artifact with respect to
the workload utilized. This phase is a fundamental step before
packaging the debloated JAR because it helps to detect errors
introduced by JDBL during the previous debloat phases.
To assess syntactic correctness, JDBL verifies the integrity
of the resulting bytecode in the debloated version. This implies
checking the validity of the bytecode that the JVM has to
load at run-time, and also checking that no dependencies or
other resources were incorrectly removed from the classpath
of the Maven project. This validation is performed using the
Maven tool stack, which includes dedicated plugins to perform
several validation checks at each step of the build process. For
example, Maven verifies the correctness of the pom.xml file, and
the integrity of the produced JAR at the last step of the build
life-cycle.
To assess semantic correctness, JDBL executes the same
workload used for the debloat and asserts that the original
behavior of the artifact is not modified. In other words, it
treats the workload as an oracle to check the correctness of the
debloated application. This guarantees behavior preservation
for the necessary features in the debloated artifact before the
final bytecode packaging task.
3.4 Implementation details
Our key technical contributions consist of extending JaCoCo to
build accurate traces over the complete dependency tree of a
Java project and in implementing a novel, precise code removal
procedure that executes throughout the software build pipeline.
We have embedded these contributions into JDBL.
The core implementation of JDBL consists in the orches-
tration of our novel techniques with mature code coverage
tools, and bytecode transformation techniques. The trace-based
debloat process is integrated into the different Maven build-
ing phases. Maven is one of the most widely adopted build
automation tools for Java artifacts. It provides an open-source
framework with the APIs required to resolve dependencies au-
tomatically and navigate through all the JDBL debloat phases
during the project build life-cycle.
JDBL gathers direct and transitive dependencies by using
the maven-dependency plugin with the copy-dependencies
goal. This allows us to manipulate the project’s classpath in or-
der to extend code coverage tools at the level of dependencies,
as explained in Section 3.1.2. The instrumentation of methods
and probe insertion is performed by integrating JaCoCo, JCov,
Yajta, and the JVM class loader, as described in Section 3.1.3.
For bytecode analysis, the collection of non-removable classes,
and the whole Remove phase (Section 3.2), we rely on ASM,
a lightweight, and mature Java bytecode manipulation and
analysis framework.
JDBL is implemented as a multi-module Maven project
with a total of 5K lines of code written in Java. It can be used
as a Maven plugin that executes during the package Maven
phase. Thus, JDBL can be easily invoked within the Maven
build life-cycle and executed automatically, no additional
configuration or further intervention from the user is needed.
To use JDBL, developers only need to add the Maven plugin
within the build tags of the pom.xml file, as shown in Listing 5.
The source code of JDBL is publicly available on GitHub, with
binaries published in Maven Central. More information on
JDBL is available at https://github.com/castor-software/jdbl.
71 <plugin>
2 <groupId>se.kth.castor</groupId>
3 <artifactId>jdbl-maven-plugin</artifactId>
4 <version>1.0.0</version>
5 <executions>
6 <execution>
7 <goals>
8 <goal>trace-based-debloat</goal>
9 </goals>
10 </configuration>
11 </execution>
12 </executions>
13 </plugin>
Listing 5: Using JDBL as a Maven plugin, which facilitates its
execution and integration into the project’s build life-cycle.
4 EMPIRICAL STUDY
In this section, we present our research questions, describe our
experimental methodology, and the set of Java artifacts utilized
as study subjects.
4.1 Research Questions
To evaluate our trace-based debloat approach, we study the
correctness, effectiveness, and impact of JDBL. Our study is guided
by the following research questions:
RQ1. To what extent can a generic, fully automated trace-based
debloat technique produce a debloated version of Java projects?
RQ2. To what extent do the debloated versions preserve their original
behavior?
RQ1 and RQ2 focus on assessing the correctness of JDBL. In
RQ1, we assess the ability of JDBL at producing a valid de-
bloated JAR for real-world Java projects. With RQ2, we analyze
the behavioral correctness of the debloated artifacts.
RQ3. How much bytecode is debloated in the compiled projects and
their dependencies?
RQ4. What is the impact of trace-based debloat approach on the size
of the packaged artifacts?
RQ3 and RQ4 investigate the effectiveness of JDBL at produc-
ing a smaller artifact by removing the unnecessary bytecode.
We measure this effectiveness with respect to the amount of
debloated dependencies, classes, and methods, as well as with
the reduction of the size of the bundled JAR file.
RQ5. To what extent do debloated libraries break the compilation of
their clients?
RQ6. To what extent do debloated libraries affect the behavior of their
clients?
In RQ5 and RQ6, we go one step further than any previous
work on software debloating and investigate how trace-based
debloat of Java libraries impacts the clients of these libraries.
Our goal is to determine the ability of dynamic traces at
capturing the behaviors that are relevant for the users of the
deboated libraries.
4.2 Study Subjects
In this section, we describe the methodology that we follow
to construct a new dataset of open-source Maven Java projects
extracted from GitHub, which we use to answer our research
questions. We choose open-source projects because accessing
closed-source software for research purposes is a difficult task.
Moreover, the diversity of open-source software allows us to
determine if our trace-based debloat approach, implemented in
JDBL, generalizes to a vast and rich ecosystem of Java projects.
The dataset is divided into two parts: a set of libraries,
i.e., Java projects that are declared as a dependency by other
Java projects, and a set of clients, i.e., Java projects that
use the libraries from the first set. The construction of this
benchmark is performed in 5 steps. First, we identified the
147,991 Java projects on GitHub that have at least five stars.
We use the stars as an indicator of interest. Second, we selected
the 34,560 (23.4%) single-module Maven projects. We chose
single-module projects because they generate a single JAR. We
identify them by listing all the files for each project and consider
the projects that have a single Maven build configuration file,
(i.e., pom.xml). Third, we ignore the projects that do not declare
JUnit as a testing framework, and we exclude the projects that
do not declare a fixed release, e.g., LAST-RELEASE, SNAPSHOT.
During this step, we identify 155 (0.4%) libraries, and 25,557
(73.9%) clients that use 2,103 versions of the libraries. Fourth,
we identify the commit associated with the version of the
libraries, e.g., commons-net:3.4 is defined in the commit
74a2282b7e4c6905581f4f1b5a2ec412310cd5e7. For this step,
we download all the revisions of the pom.xml files to identify
the commit for which the release has been declared. We success-
fully identified the commit for 1,026/2,103 (48.8%) versions
of the libraries. 143/155 (92.3%) libraries and 16,964/25,557
(66.4%) clients are considered. As the fifth step, we execute
three times the test suite of all the library versions and all
clients, as a sanity check to filter out libraries with flaky
tests. We keep the libraries and clients that have at least one
test and have all the tests passing: 94/143 (65.7%) libraries,
395/1,026 (38.5%) library versions, and 2,874/16,964 (16.9%)
clients passed this verification. From this point, we consider
each library version as a unique library to improve the clarity.
Table 1 summarizes the descriptive statistics of the dataset.
The number of LOC and the coverage are computed with
JaCoCo. Our data contains 395 Java libraries from 94 different
repositories and 2,874 clients. The 395 libraries include 713,932
test cases that cover 80.83% of the 10,831,394 LOC. The clients
have 211,116 test cases that cover 20.24% of the 140,910,102
LOC. The dataset and the scripts to generate the dataset are
available in our experiment repository: https://github.com/
castor-software/jdbl-experiments/tree/master/dataset.
4.3 Protocol
In this section, we introduce the experimental protocol that we
follow to answer our research questions. The goal is to examine
the ability of JDBL to debloat Java projects configured to build
with Maven.
Trace-based debloat requires running the program to be
debloated. For our experiments, we use the test suite of projects
as a workload. Test suites are widely available while obtaining
a realistic workload for hundreds of libraries is extremely diffi-
cult. Our choice of test suites is also motivated by novelty: as far
as we know, no previous work uses the test suite for debloating.
The third motivation for test suites is to use JDBL directly in the
build process and deploy the debloated version, which can be
directly used by the clients without additional steps. Therefore,
we investigate the correctness and effectiveness of JDBL using
all the existing tests as entry-points to execute the library and
produce the traces that steer the debloating process.
Our experiments are based on performing trace-based de-
bloat on 395 different versions of 94 libraries, with their test
suites as workload. An original step in our debloat experi-
mental protocol consists of further validating the utility of the
debloated libraries with 2,874 clients. This way, we check the
extent to which trace-based debloat preserves the elements that
are required to compile and successfully run the test suites of
the clients. In our benchmark, the libraries have a mean cover-
age of 80.83%, where the clients only have a mean coverage of
20.24%.
8TABLE 1: Descriptive statistics of the studied libraries and their associated clients.
Min 1st Qu. Mean 3rd Qu. Max Avg. Total
395 Libraries
# Tests 1 139.8 378.0 1,108.2 24,946 1,830.6 713,932
# LOC 132 5,439.5 17,935.5 47,866.0 341,429 35,629.6 10,831,394
Coverage 0.1% 61.7% 80.8% 89.8% 100.0% 73.7% N.A
2,874 Clients
# Tests 1 4.5 20.0 74.0 11,415 107.7 211,116
# LOC 0 3,130.0 9,170.0 58,990.0 4,531,710 72,897.1 140,910,102
Coverage 0.0% 2.1% 20.24% 57.7% 100.0% 31.4% N.A
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Fig. 3: Pipeline of our experimental protocol to answer RQ1 and RQ2.
4.3.1 JDBL Execution
To run JDBL at scale, we created an execution framework
that automates the execution of our experimental pipeline. The
framework orchestrates the execution of JDBL and the collec-
tion of data to answer our research questions. As mentioned
in Section 3.4, JDBL is implemented as a Maven plugin, hence
most of the steps rely on the Maven build life-cycle.
The execution of JDBL is composed of three main steps:
1) Compile and test the library. During the first step, we build
the original library (i.e., using mvn package) to ensure that
it builds correctly, i.e., it does not contain any failing test
case before executing JDBL, and to generate a JAR file that
contains all the binaries of the project. This verification is
similar to the last step of the creation of the dataset (see Sec-
tion 4.2). Still, the major difference with this previous step
is that we configure the project to generate a JAR file. This
change of configuration may be in conflict with the project
configuration and therefore fail. A failing test case could in-
troduce incorrect or limited execution traces and, therefore,
negatively impact the effectiveness of JDBL. At the end of
the execution of the test suite, a JAR file is produced, which
contains the bytecode of the library and all its dependen-
cies. We also store the reports of test execution and the
corresponding logs. The data produced during this step is
used as a reference for further comparison with respect to
the debloated version of the library, in RQ1 and RQ2.
2) Configure JDBL. The second step consists of adding JDBL
as a plugin inside the Maven configuration (pom.xml) and
resetting the configuration of the surefire Maven plugin.8
We reset the surefire to ensure that its original configura-
tion is not in conflict with the execution of the Trace phase
of JDBL. A manual configuration of JDBL could prevent
this problem, but, in order to scale-up the evaluation, we
decided to standardize the execution for all the libraries.
3) Execute JDBL. The third and final step is to execute JDBL
on the library. This consists in running mvn package with
JDBL configured in the pom.xml. At the end of this step,
we collect the report generated by JDBL with information
about the debloated JAR (for RQ1, RQ3, and RQ4), the
coverage report, and the test execution report (for RQ2).
The execution was performed on a workstation running
Ubuntu Server with a i9-10900K CPU (16 cores) and 64GB
of RAM. It took 4 days, 8:39:09 to execute the complete JDBL
8. https://maven.apache.org/surefire/maven-surefire-plugin
experiment on our dataset, and 1 day, 10:55:04 to only debloat
the libraries. Each debloat execution is performed inside a
Docker image in order to eliminate any potential side effects.
The Docker image that we used during our experiment is
available on DockerHub: tdurieux/jdbl which use JDBL
commit SHA: c57396a5739e6ac3b0fa434342eb57b6f945914b.
The execution framework is publicly available on GitHub:
https://github.com/castor-software/jdbl-experiments, and
the raw data obtained from the execution is available
on Zenodo: 10.5281/zenodo.3975515. The JDBL execution
framework is composed of 3K lines of Python code.
4.3.2 Debloat correctness protocol (RQ1 & RQ2)
To answer RQ1 and RQ2, we run JDBL on each of the 395
versions of 94 libraries. Those two research questions assess the
correctness of JDBL at two different levels: RQ1 assesses the
ability of JDBL to produce a debloated JAR file; RQ2 analyzes
if the test suite of the library has the same behavior before and
after the debloat.
Figure 3 illustrates the pipeline of RQ1 and RQ2. First, we
check that the library compiles correctly before the debloat. If it
does, then we verify that JDBL has generated a JAR (RQ1). If no
JAR file is generated, the debloat is considered as having failed
and the library is excluded for the rest of the evaluation. The
last step verifies that the test suite behaves the same before and
after the debloat. To do so, we compare the test execution re-
ports produced during the first step of JDBL execution (see Sec-
tion 4.3.1) and the test report generated during the verification
step of JDBL (see Section 3.3). We consider that the test suite has
the same behavior on both versions if the number of executed
tests is the same for both versions, and if the number of passing
tests is also the same. The number of executed tests might vary
between the two versions because we modify the surefire con-
figuration to run JDBL (see Section 4.3.1). If the number of pass-
ing tests is not the same between the two reports, JDBL is con-
sidered as having failed and the libraries are excluded for the
rest of the evaluation. We manually analyze the execution logs
of the failing debloat executions to understand what happened.
4.3.3 Debloat effectiveness protocol (RQ3 & RQ4)
In the third and fourth research questions, we study the ef-
fectiveness of JDBL in producing a debloated version of the
libraries. We focus on two different aspects. The first aspect
is the number of classes and methods that are debloated. The
second aspect is the size on disk that JDBL allows saving by
removing unnecessary parts of the libraries.
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Fig. 4: Pipelines of our experimental protocol to answer RQ5
and RQ6.
To answer those research questions, we use the debloat
reports of the original and debloated JAR files generated in
Section 4.3.1. These reports contain the list of all the methods
and classes of the libraries (including the dependencies), and
if the element is debloated. We answer RQ3 by analyzing the
ratio of methods and classes that are debloated. For RQ4, we
extract the original and debloated JAR, and we collect the size
in bytes of all the extracted files. We only consider the size of
the bytecode files since JDBL only debloats bytecode.
For those research questions, we consider the 220 library
versions that successfully pass the debloat correctness. We
separate the 143/220 (65.0%) libraries that do not have de-
pendencies and the 77/220 (35.0%) libraries that have at least
one dependency. We decide to do so because we observe that
the libraries that have dependencies contain many more ele-
ments (bytecode and resources) that impact the analysis when
compared to libraries that do not have a dependency.
4.3.4 Debloat impact on clients protocol (RQ5 and RQ6)
In the two final research questions, we analyze the impact of de-
bloating Java libraries on their clients. This analysis is relevant
since we are debloating libraries that are mostly designed to be
used by clients. This analysis also provides further information
on the validity of this approach. As far as we know, this is the
first time that a software debloat technique is validated with
the clients of the debloated artifacts.
In RQ5, we aim at verifying that the clients still compile
when the original library is replaced by the debloated one
in their configuration file. This way, we check that JDBL did
not remove classes, methods, or interfaces that are necessary
for a client. Figure 4a illustrates the pipeline for this research
question. First, we check that the client, denoted as CP in the
figure, is using the library statically in the source code. If the
library is used, we inject the debloated library and build the
client again. If the client successfully compiles, we conclude
that JDBL debloated the library while preserving the useful
parts of the code.
In RQ6, the goal is to determine if the tests of the clients
still pass after the debloat, i.e., that JDBL preserves the func-
tionalities that are necessary for the clients. Figure 4b illustrates
the pipeline for this research question. First, we execute the test
suite of the client, denoted as CP in the figure, with the original
version of the library to check that the library is covered by
at least one test of the client. If yes, we replace the library by
the debloated version and execute the test suite again. If the test
suite behaves the same as with the original library, we conclude
that JDBL is able to preserve the functionalities that are relevant
for the clients.
To ensure the validity of this protocol, we perform addi-
tional checks on the clients. The clients have to use one of the
220 libraries. We only consider the 1,066/1,370 (77.8%) clients
that either have a direct reference to the library in their source
code or which test suite covers at least one class of the library
(static or dynamic usage). The 1,001/1,066 (93.9%) clients that
statically use the library serve as the study subjects to answer
RQ5. The 283/1,066 (26.5%) clients that have at least a test that
covers one of the classes of the dependency serve as the study
subjects to answer RQ6.
5 RESULTS
In this section, we present our experimental results on the cor-
rectness, effectiveness, and impact of our trace-based debloat
approach for automatically removing unnecessary bytecode
from Java projects with JDBL.
5.1 Debloat correctness (RQ1 and RQ2)
In this section, we report on the successes and failures of JDBL
to produce a correct debloated version of Java libraries.
5.1.1 RQ1. To what extent can a generic, fully automated
trace-based debloat technique produce a debloated version of
Java projects?
In the first research question, we evaluate the ability of JDBL at
performing automatic trace-based debloat for the 395 libraries
in our initial benchmark. Here we consider the debloat proce-
dure to be successful if JDBL produces a valid debloated JAR
file for a library. To reach this successful state, the project to
be debloated must pass through all the build phases of the
Maven build life-cycle, i.e., compilation, testing, and packaging.
Therefore, the goal is to assess the correctness of JDBL to
execute all its debloat phases without breaking the projects’
build, according to the protocol described in Section 4.3.2.
Figure 5 shows a bar plot of the number of successfully
debloated libraries, and the number of libraries for which JDBL
does not produce a debloated JAR file. The absence of the JAR
may occur due to failures during the build process, as a result of
modifying the pom.xml to execute the experiments with JDBL.
For the 395 libraries of our dataset, JDBL succeeds in
producing a debloated JAR file for a total of 311 libraries, and
fails to debloat 84. Therefore, the overall debloat success rate
of JDBL for producing a debloated version of Java projects is
78.7%. However, when considering only the libraries that are
originally compiling, JDBL succeed in debloating 87.9% of the
libraries. We identify and classify the causes of failure in four
categories:
• Not compiled. As a sanity-check, we compile the project
before injecting JDBL in its Maven build. The only mod-
ification consists in modifying the pom.xml to request the
generation of a JAR that contains the bytecode of the
project, along with all its runtime dependencies. If this step
fails we consider that the project does not compile and it is
ignored for the rest of the evaluation.
• Crash. We run a second Maven build, with JDBL. This
modifies the bytecode to remove unnecessary code. In
certain situations, this procedure may cause the build
to stop at some phase and terminate abruptly, i.e., due
to accessing invalid memory addresses, using an illegal
opcode, or triggering an unhandled exception.
• Time-out. JDBL utilizes various coverage tools to instru-
ment the bytecode of the project and its dependencies to
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Fig. 5: Number of libraries for which JDBL succeeds or fails to
produce a debloated JAR file.
collect complete execution traces. This process induces an
additional overhead to the Maven build process. Moreover,
the incorrect instrumentation with at least one of the cov-
erage tools may cause the test to enter into an infinite loop,
e.g., due to blocking operations.
• Validation error. Maven includes dedicated plugins to check
the integrity of the produced JAR file. Since JDBL alters the
behavior of the project build, some of these plugins may
not be compatible with JDBL, triggering errors during the
build life-cycle.
We manually investigate the causes of the validation errors
for the two libraries that fall into this category:
• org.apache.commons:collection:4.0: the MANIFEST.MF file is
not included in the debloated JAR due to an incompatibility
with library plugins. Therefore, Maven fails to package the
debloated bytecode.
• org.yaml:snakeyaml:1.17: the Maven build fails, triggering
a LifecycleExecutionException. The reason is a failure
during the library instrumentation with Yajta. This tool re-
lies on Javassist for inserting probes in the bytecode. In this
case, JDBL tries to change a class that was frozen by Javas-
sist when it was loaded. Consequently, Javassist crashes
because further changes in a frozen class are prohibited.
Answer to RQ1. JDBL successfully produces a debloated
version of 311 libraries in our benchmark, which represents
78.7% of the libraries that compile correctly. This is the
largest number of debloated subjects in the literature, and
the experiment demonstrates the feasibility of trace-based
debloat for Java.
5.1.2 RQ2. To what extent do the debloated versions preserve
their original behavior?
Our second research question involves evaluating the behavior
of the debloated library with respect to its original version.
This evaluation is based on the test suite of the project. We
investigate if the code removal operations performed by JDBL
affect the results of the tests of the 311 libraries for which JDBL
produces a valid JAR file. This semantic correctness assessment
constitutes the last phase in the execution of JDBL, as described
in Section 3.3.
Figure 6 summarizes the comparison between the test suite
executed on the original and the debloated libraries. We observe
that, from the 311 libraries that reach the last phase of the
debloat procedure, 220 (70.7%) preserve the original behavior
(i.e., all the 335,222 tests pass), whereas the number of libraries
that have at least one test failure is 30 (9.6%). This high test
success rate is a fundamental result to ensure that the debloated
version of the artifact preserves semantic correctness.
We excluded 61 (19.6%) libraries because the number of
executed tests before and after the debloat do not match.
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Fig. 6: Number of debloated libraries for which the test suite
passes; number of debloated libraries for which the number of
executed tests does not match the original test execution (ig-
nored for the research question); number of debloated libraries
that have at least one failing test case.
This indicates that the configuration of the tests has changed
once JDBL has been injected into the build procedures for the
libraries. We excluded those libraries since different numbers
of test runs imply a different test-based specification for the
original and the debloated version of the library. Consequently,
the results of the tests do not provide a sound basis for behav-
ioral comparison. The manual configuration of the libraries is a
solution to handle this problem (expected usage of JDBL), yet
it is impractical because of the scale of this experiment.
In total, we execute 344,596 unique tests, from which
343,191 pass, and 1,405 do not pass (973 fail, and 432 result
in error). This represents an overall debloat correctness ratio of
99.59%, considering the total number of tests. This result shows
that JDBL is able to capture most of the project behavior, as ob-
served by the tests, while removing the unnecessary bytecode.
We investigate the causes of test failures in the 30 libraries
that contain at least one test that does not pass. To do so, we
manually analyze the logs of the tests, as reported by Maven.
We find the following 5 causes that explain the errors:
• TestAssertionFailure (TAF): the asserting conditions
in the test fail for multiple reasons, e.g., flaky tests, or test
configuration errors.
• UnsupportedOperationException (UOE): JDBL mistak-
enly modifies the body of a necessary method, removing
bytecode used by the test suite.
• NullPointerException (NPE): a necessary object is refer-
enced before being instantiated.
• NoClassDefFound (NCDF): JDBL mistakenly removes a
necessary class.
• Other: The tests are failing for another reason than the ones
previously mentioned.
Table 2 categorizes the tests failures for the 30 libraries. They
are sorted in descending order according to the percentage of
tests that fail on the debloated version. The first column shows
the name and version of the library. Columns 2–7 represent
the 5 causes of test failure according to our manual analysis
of the tests’ logs: TAF, UOE, NPE, NCDF, and Other. Column 8
(Other) shows the number of test failures that we were not able
to classify. The last column shows the percentage of tests that do
not pass with respect to the total number of tests in each library.
For example, the library with the largest number of tests that
do not pass is equalsverifier:3.4.1, with a total of 605 test failures
out of 921 tests in total (283 TAF, 221 NCDF, and 1 Other). These
tests failures represent 65.7% of the total number of tests in
equalsverifier:3.4.1. For most of the debloated libraries, the tests
that do not pass represent less than 5% of the total.
The most common cause of test failure is TAF (592), followed
by NCDF (735). We found that these two types of failures are
related to each other: when the test uses a non-traced class, the
log shows a NCDF, and the test assertion fails consequently. We
notice that NCDF and UOE are directly related to the removal
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TABLE 2: Classification of the tests that fail for the 30 libraries
that do not pass all the tests. We identified five causes of
failures through the manual inspection of the Maven test’s
logs: TestAssertionFailure (TAF), UnsupportedOperationEx-
ception (UOE), NullPointerException (NPE), NoClassDefFound
(NCDF), and Other.
Library TA
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Test failures
jai-imageio-core:1.3.1 3 3/3 (100.0%)
jai-imageio-core:1.3.0 3 3/3 (100.0%)
reflectasm:1.11.7 3 11 14/16 (87.5%)
equalsverifier:3.3 273 315 1 589/894 (65.9%)
equalsverifier:3.4.1 283 321 1 605/921 (65.7%)
spark:2.0.0 3 22 25/57 (43.9%)
logstash-logback-encoder:6.2 74 36 110/307 (35.8%)
reflections:0.9.9 3 3/63 (4.8%)
reflections:0.9.10 3 3/64 (4.7%)
reflections:0.9.12 3 3/66 (4.5%)
reflections:0.9.11 3 3/69 (4.3%)
commons-jexl:2.0.1 6 2 8/223 (3.6%)
commons-jexl:2.1.1 5 3 8/275 (2.9%)
jackson-dataformat-csv:2.7.3 3 3/129 (2.3%)
sslr-squid-bridge:2.7.0.377 1 1/43 (2.3%)
jline2:2.14.3 2 2/141 (1.4%)
jackson-annotations:2.7.5 1 1/77 (1.3%)
commons-bcel:6.0 1 1/103 (1.0%)
commons-bcel:6.2 1 1/107 (0.9%)
commons-compress:1.12 2 1 2 5/577 (0.9%)
commons-net:3.4 2 2/271 (0.7%)
commons-net:3.5 2 2/274 (0.7%)
jline2:2.13 1 1/141 (0.7%)
commons-net:3.6 2 2/283 (0.7%)
kryo-serializers:0.43 1 1/660 (0.2%)
jongo:1.3.0 1 1/551 (0.2%)
commons-codec:1.9 1 1/616 (0.2%)
commons-codec:1.10 1 1/662 (0.2%)
commons-codec:1.11 1 1/875 (0.1%)
commons-codec:1.12 1 1/903 (0.1%)
Total 592 11 5 735 61 1,405 (15.0%)
procedure during the debloat process, meaning that JDBL is
removing necessary classes and methods, respectively. This oc-
curs because there are some Java constructs that JDBL does not
manage to cover dynamically, causing an incomplete debloat
result, despite the union of information gathered from dif-
ferent coverage tools. Primitive constants, custom exceptions,
and single-instruction methods are typical examples. These are
ubiquitous components of the Java language, which are meant
to support robust object-oriented software design, with little or
no procedural logic. While these constructs are important for
humans to design and program in an object-oriented manner,
they are useless for the machine to run the program. Conse-
quently, they are not part of the executable code in the bytecode,
and cannot be traced dynamically.
JDBL can generate a debloated program that breaks a
few test cases. These cases reveal some limitations of JDBL
concerning semantic preservation, i.e., it fails to trace some
classes and methods, removing necessary bytecode. One of the
explanations is that the coverage tools that we use for tracing
the usage of the code modify the bytecode of the libraries. Those
modifications can introduce failing test cases. A failing test case
stops the execution of the test and can introduce a truncated
trace of the execution. Since some code is not executed after the
failing assertion, some required classes or methods will not be
traced and therefore debloated by JDBL. For example, in the
reflections library, a library that provides a simplified reflection
API, some of the tests are verifying the number of fields of a
class extracted by the library. However, JaCoCo, i.e., one of our
tracing tools, injects a field in each class, which will invalidate
the asserts of reflections tests.
More generally, this reveals the challenges of trace-based
debloat for real-world Java applications, using the test suite as
workload. For this study, handling these challenging cases to
achieve 100% correctness requires significant engineering effort
providing only marginal insights. Therefore, we recommend
always using our validation approach to be safe of semantic
alterations due to aggressive debloat transformations.
Answer to RQ2. JDBL generates a debloated JAR that pre-
serves the original behavior of 220 (70.7%) libraries. A total
of 343,191 (99.59%) tests pass on 250 libraries. This original
behavioral assessment of trace-based debloat demonstrates
that, although not perfect, JDBL preserves a large majority
of the libraries’ expected behavior.
5.2 Debloat effectiveness (RQ3 and RQ4)
In this section, we report on the effects of debloating Java
libraries with JDBL.
5.2.1 RQ3. How much bytecode is debloated in the compiled
projects and their dependencies?
To answer our third research question, we compare the status
(kept or removed) of dependencies, classes, and methods in
the 220 libraries correctly debloated with JDBL. The goal is to
evaluate the effectiveness of JDBL to remove these bytecode
elements in the libraries through trace-based debloat.
Figure 7 shows area charts representing the distribution of
kept and removed classes and methods in the 220 correctly
debloated libraries. We separate the libraries into two sets for
better analysis of the impact of dependencies in the bloat: the
libraries that have no dependency (Figures 7a and 7c), and the
libraries that have at least one dependency (Figures 7b and 7d).
In each figure, the x-axis represents the libraries in the set,
sorted in increasing order according to the number of removed
classes, whereas the y-axis represents the percentage of classes
(Figures 7a and 7b) or methods (Figures 7c and 7d) kept and
removed. The order of the libraries is the same vertically for
each figure.
Figure 7a shows the comparison between the percentages
of kept and removed classes in the 143 libraries that have no
dependency. A total of 119 libraries have at least one removed
class. The library with the largest percentage of removed classes
is apache-sling-api:2.16.0 with the 99.1% of its classes bloated.
On the other hand, Figure 7b shows the percentage of removed
classes for the 77 libraries that have at least one dependency.
We observe that the ratio of removed classes in these libraries
is significantly higher with respect to the libraries with no
dependency. All the libraries that have dependencies have at
least one removed class, and 45 libraries have more than 50%
of their classes bloated. This result hints on the importance
of reducing the number of dependencies to mitigate software
bloat.
Figure 7c shows the percentage of kept and removed meth-
ods in the 143 libraries that have no dependencies. We observe
that libraries with a few removed classes still contain a signifi-
cant percentage of removed methods. For example, the library
net.iharder:base64:2.3.9 has 42.2% of its methods removed in
the 99.4% of its kept classes. This suggests that a fine-grained
debloat, to the level of methods, is beneficial for some libraries:
used classes may still contain a significant number of bloated
methods. On the other hand, Figure 7d shows the percentage of
kept methods in libraries that have at least one dependency. All
the libraries have a significant percentage of removed methods.
As more bloated classes are in the dependencies, the artifact
globally includes more bloated methods.
Now we focus on determining the difference between the
bloat that is caused exclusively by the classes in the library,
and the bloat that is a consequence of reuse through the
declaration of dependencies. Figure 8 shows a beanplot [23]
comparing the distribution of the percentage of bloated
classes in libraries, with respect to the bloated classes in
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Fig. 7: Percentage of classes kept and removed in (a) libraries that have no dependencies, and (b) libraries that have at least one
dependency. Percentage of methods kept and removed in (c) libraries that have no dependencies, and (d) libraries that have at
least one dependency.
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Fig. 7: Percentage of classes used and bloated in (a) libraries that have no dependencies, and (b) libraries that have at least one
dependency. Percentage of methods used and bloated in (c) libraries that have no dependencies, and (d) libraries that have at
least one dependency.
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Fig. 8: Distribution of the percentage of bloat in classes that
belong to libraries, and bloated classes that belong to depen-
dencies.
TABLE 3: Summary of debloat results for the 220 libraries
correctly debloated with JDBL.
Bloated (%)
Dependencies 52/254 (20.5%)
Classes 75,273/121,055 (62.2%)
Methods 505,268/829,015 (60.9%)
in our benchmark. With respect to the classes, 62.2% of them
are bloated, from which 44.4% belong to dependencies. JDBL
debloats 60.9% of the methods, from which 50.4% belong to
dependencies.
Answer to RQ3: JDBL removes bytecode in all libraries. It
reduces the number of dependencies, classes, and methods
by 20.5%, 62.2%, and 60.9%, respectively. This result con-
firms the relevance of our trace-based debloat approach for
reducing the unnecessary bytecode of Java projects, while
preserving their correctness.
TABLE 4: Size in bytes of the elements in the JAR files.
Metrics Size in bytes (%)
Resources 257,999,869 (22.4%)
Bytecode 893,732,414 (77.6%)
Non-bloated classes 283,424,921 (31.7%)
Bloated classes 596,538,866 (66.7%)
Bloated methods 13,768,627 (1.5%)
Total size 1,151,732,283
5.2.2 RQ4. What is the impact of trace-base debloat approach
on the size of the packaged artifacts?
In this research question, we focus on assessing the effective-
ness of JDBL to reduce the size of the packaged artifacts. We
consider all the elements in the JAR files before the debloat,
and study the size of the debloated version of the artifact, with
respect to the original bundle. Decreasing the size of JAR files
by removing bloated bytecode has a positive impact on saving
space on disk, and helps reduce the overhead when the JAR
files are shipped over the network.
JAR files contain bytecode, as well as additional resources
that depend on the functionalities of the artifacts (e.g., html,
dll, so, and css files). JAR files also contain resources required
by Maven to handle configurations and dependencies (e.g.,
MANIFEST.MF and pom.xml). However, JDBL is designed to
debloat only executable code (class files). Therefore, we assess
the impact of bytecode removal with respect to the executable
code in the original bundle.
Table 4 summarises the main metrics related to the content
and size of the JAR files in our benchmark. We observe that
the additional resources represent 22.4% of the total JAR size,
whereas 77.6% of the size is dedicated to the bytecode. This
observation supports the relevance of debloating the bytecode
in order to shrink the size of the Maven artifacts.
Overall, the bloated elements in the compiled artifacts in
our benchmark represent 610.3MB/893.7MB (68.3%) of pure
bytecode: 596.5MB of bloated classes and 13.8MB of bloated
methods. The used bytecode represents the 31.7% of the size.
The debloat of methods represents a relatively limited size
reduction, for several reasons. For example, JDBL does not
removes methods in classes that are not traced at all, the
methods cannot be completely removed, only the body of the
method is replaced by an exception as detailed in Section 3.
Fig. 8: Distribution of the percentage of bloated classes that
belong to l raries, and bloated cl ss s that belo g to d pen-
de cies. The strip chart (white m rks) in betwee repres nts
the libraries that belong to each of the two groups. The two
vertical bars represent the mean value for each group.
TABLE 3: Summary of debloat results for the 220 libraries
correctly debloated with JDBL.
Bloated (%)
Dependencies 52/254 (20.5%)
Classes 75,273/121,055 (62.2 )
Methods 50 68 8 9,015 ( 0.9 )
dependencies. The density shape at the top of the plot shows
the distribution of the percentage of bloated classes that belong
to the 220 libraries. The density shape at the bottom shows
this percentage for the classes in the dependencies of the 77
libraries that have at least one dependency. The mean bloat
in libraries is 28.9%, whereas in the dependencies it is 60.1%.
Overall, the mean percentage of bloated classes removed for all
the libraries is 37.1%. The two-samples Wilcoxon test confirms
that there are significant ifferences between the percentage of
bloated classes in the two groups ( -valu < 0.01). Theref re,
we reject th null hyp thesis and confirm that the ratio f
bloated classes is more significant among the dependencies
than among the classes of the artifacts.
Table 3 summarizes the debloat results for the dependencies,
classes, and methods. Interestingly, JDBL completely removes
the bytecode for 20.5% of the dependencies. In other words,
52/254 (20.5%) dependencies in the dependency tree of the
projects are not necessary to successfully execute the workload
in our benchmark. With respect to the classes, 62.2% of them
are bloated, from which we determine that 44.4% belong to
dependencies. JDBL debloats 60.9% of the methods, from
which 50.4% belong to dependencies.
A swer to RQ3: JDBL removes bytecode in all libraries. It
reduces the number of dependencies, classes, and methods
by 20.5%, 62.2%, and 60.9%, respectively. This result con-
firms the relevance of the trace-based debloat approach for
reducing the unnecessary bytecode of Java projects, while
preserving their correctness.
5.2.2 RQ4. What is the impact of trace-based debloat ap-
proach on the size of the packaged artifacts?
In this research question, we focus on assessing the effective-
ness of JDBL in reducing the size of the packaged artifacts. We
consider all the elements in the JAR files before the debloat,
and study the size of the debloated version of the artifact, with
respect to the original bundle. Decreasing the size of JAR files
by r moving bloated bytecode has a positiv impact on saving
space on disk, and helps reduce overhead when the JAR files
are shipped over the network.
JAR fil s contain bytecode, as well as additional resources
that depend on the functionalities of the artifacts (e.g., html,
dll, so, and css files). JAR files also contain resources required
by Maven to handle configurations and dependencies (e.g.,
MANIFEST.MF and pom.xml). However, JDBL is designed to
debloat only executable code (class files). Therefore, we assess
the impact of bytecode removal with respect to the executable
code in the original bundle.
Table 4 summarises the main metrics related to the content
and size of the JAR files in our benchmark. We observe that
the additional resources represent 22.4% of the total JAR size,
whereas 77.6% of the size is dedicated to the bytecode. This
observation supports the relevance of debloating the bytecode
in order to shrink the size of the Maven artifacts.
Overall, th bloated elem nts in the compiled artifacts i
our benchmark represent 610.3MB/893.7MB (68.3%) of pure
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TABLE 4: Size in bytes of the elements in the JAR files.
Metrics Size in bytes (%)
Resources 257,999,869 (22.4%)
Bytecode 893,732,414 (77.6%)
Non-bloated classes 283,424,921 (31.7%)
Bloated classes 596,538,866 (66.7%)
Bloated methods 13,768,627 (1.5%)
Total size 1,151,732,283
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Fig. 9: Distribution of the percentage of reduction of the JAR in
libraries that have no dependencies and libraries that have at
least one dependency, with respect to the original bundle.
Figure 9 shows a beanplot comparing the distribution of the
percentage of bytecode reduction in the libraries that have no
dependency, with respect to the libraries that have at least one
dependency. As we observe, the mean bytecode size reduction
in the libraries that have dependencies (46.7%) is higher than
the libraries with no dependencies (14.5%). Overall, the mean
percentage of bytecode reduction for all the libraries is 25.8%.
The two-samples Wilcoxon test shows that there are significant
differences between those two groups (p-value < 0.01). There-
fore, we reject the null hypothesis that the trace-based debloat
approach has the same impact in terms of reduction of the JAR
size for libraries that declare dependencies, and libraries that
do not.
We perform a Spearman’s rank correlation test between the
number of classes in the libraries and the size of the removed
bytecode. We found that there is a significant positive corre-
lation between both variables (ρ =0.97, p-value < 0.01). This
result confirms the intuition that projects with many classes
tend to occupy more space on disk due to bloat. However, the
decision of what is necessary or not heavily depends on the
library, as well as on the workload.
Answer to RQ4: Trace-based debloat reduces the size of
the JAR of most libraries, while preserving correctness. The
percentage of JAR size reduction of pure bytecode after
debloat is 68.3%, which represents a mean reduction of
25.8% per library. The JAR size reduction is significantly
higher in libraries with at least one dependency compared
to libraries with no dependencies.
5.3 Debloat impact on clients (RQ5 and RQ6)
5.3.1 RQ5. To what extent do debloated libraries break the
compilation of their clients?
In this research question, we investigate how debloating a
library with a trace-based approach impacts the compilation
of the library’s clients. We hypothesize that the essential func-
tionalities of the library are less likely to be debloated, hence
having a minimal negative impact on their clients in terms of
compilation breakages. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first experiment to quantitatively measure the impact of
debloating libraries on the compilation of their clients.
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Fig. 10: Results of the compilation of the 1,001 clients that use
the debloated library in the source code.
As described in Section 4.3.4, in this research question, we
consider the 1,370 clients that use the 220 debloated libraries
that pass all the tests. We check that the clients use at least
one class in the library, through static analysis. We identify
1,001/1,370 (73.1%) clients that satisfy this condition.
Figure 10 shows the results obtained after attempting to
compile the clients with the debloated version of the library.
JDBL generates debloated libraries that can be used to success-
fully compile 957 (95.6%) clients.
From the 1,001 clients that use at least one of class of
the library, we observe compilation failures only for 44 (4.4%)
clients. Table 5 shows our manual classification of the errors,
based on the analysis of the Maven build logs. The first column
describes the cause of the error, columns 2–3 represent the
number of libraries that trigger this kind of error, and the
number of clients that are affected. Column 4 represents the
occurrence of the error in the clients, as quantified from the
Maven logs. TODO II suggest to remove the percentages in the
table. If you want to keep them, then for each column description,
explain what is the denominator used to compute the percentagesJ
The causes of compilation errors are diverse TODO Ican
we elaborate a bit on the different classes of errors?J. In some
cases, TODO Iwhich cases?J these errors are not due to
the usage of the debloated library by the client. For exam-
ple, the build of jenkinsci/warnings-plugin that uses the
apache/commons-io:2.6 library, fails for one of such reasons ,
UnsupportedOperationException in Table 5. In this case, the
compilation of jenkinsci/warnings-plugin does not fail, but
the Maven build does. One of the Maven plugins of this project
relies on one method that is debloated in apache/commons-io:
the compilation does not fail because of the source code of the
client but because of one particular Maven plugin used by the
client.
TODO Iadd a little bit more discussion about Table 5. Discuss
the most common cause of failure (cannot find symbol in class). 22
unique debloated libs trigger compilation errors among their clients.
Is this a lot? What are these 22 compared to the 220 announced at
the beginning of the section? Is there a lib, which debloated version
fails the compilation of all its clients? In the first line, 25 clients of
15 libraries fail at compile time. Is this a majority of the clients for
these 15 libs or only a small part? What can we say about the
last column? What does it mean that we observe 722 occurences
among 25 clients? J
Answer to RQ5: JDBL does not have a negative impact on
the compilation of 957 (95.6%) of the clients of debloated
libraries. This result indicates that libraries debloated with
our trace-based debloat approach may not affect the compi-
lation of most of their clients, which validates the usefulness
of this approach to remove unnecessary code.
Fig. 9: Distribution of the percentage of reduction of the JAR size
in libraries that have no d pendencies an libraries that have
at lea t one dependency, with resp ct to the o ig nal bundle.
bytecode: 596.5MB of bloated classes and 13.8MB of bloated
methods. The used bytecode represents the 31.7% of the size. In
comparison with the classes, the debloat of methods represents
a relatively limited size reduction. This is because we are
reporting the removal of methods in the classes that are not
entirely removed by JDBL. Furthermore, the methods cannot be
completely removed, only th body of the method is replaced
by an exception as detail d in Section 3
Figure 9 shows a beanplot comparing the distribution of
the percentag of bytecode reduction in the lib aries that have
no dep ndency, with respect to the libraries that have at least
one dep ndency. From our ob ervations, the mean bytecode
size reduction in the libraries that have dep ndencies (46.7%)
is higher than the libraries with no dependencies (14.5%).
Overall, the mean percentage of bytecode reduction for all
the libraries is 25.8%. The two-samples Wilcoxon test shows
that there are significant differences between those two groups
(p-value < 0.01). Therefore, we reject the null hypothesis
that the trace-based debloat approach has the same impact
in terms of reduction of the JAR size for libraries that declare
dependencies, and libraries that do not.
We perform a Spearman’s rank correlation test between
the original number of classes in the libraries and the size of
the removed bytecode. We found that there is a significant
positive correlation between both variables (ρ =0.97, p-value
< 0.01). This result confirms the intuition that projects with
many classes tend to occupy more space on disk due to bloat.
However, the decision of what is necessary or not heavily
depends on the library, as well as on he workload.
Answer to RQ4: Trace-based debloat reduces the JAR size of
most libraries, while preserving correctness. The percentage
of JAR size reduction of pure bytecode after debloat is
68.3%, which represents a mean reduction of 25.8% per
library. The JAR size reduction is significantly higher in
libraries with at least one dependency compared to libraries
with no dependency.
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Fig. 10: Results of the compilation of the 1,001 clients that use
at least one debloated library in the source code.
5.3 Debloat impact on clients (RQ5 and RQ6)
In this section, we study the repercussion of performing trace-
based debloat on library clients. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first experimental report that quantitatively measures
the impact of debloating libraries on the syntactic and semantic
correctness of their clients.
5.3.1 RQ5. To what extent do debloated libraries break the
compilation of their clients?
In this research question, we investigate how debloating a
library with a trace-based approach impacts the compilation
of the library’s clients. We hypothesize that the essential func-
tionalities of the library are less likely to be debloated, hence
having a minimal negative impact on their clients in terms of
compilation breakages.
As described in Section 4.3.4, in this research question, we
consider the 1,370 clients that use the 220 debloated libraries
that pass all the tests. We check that the clients use at least
one class in the library through static analysis. We identify
1,001/1,370 (73.1%) clients that satisfy this condition.
Figure 10 show the res lts obtained after ttempting to
compile the clients with the debloat d version of the lib ary.
JDBL gen rates debloated libraries for which 957 (95.6%) of
their clients successfully compile.
From the 1,001 clients that use at least one class of the
library, we only observe compilation failures for 44 (4.4%)
clients. Table 5 shows our manual classification of the errors,
based on the analysis of the Maven build logs. The first column
describes the error message, columns 2–3 represent the number
of libraries that trigger this kind of error, and the number
of clients th t are a fected and the percentage relative to the
numb r of libraries/clients impacted by a compilation error.
Note that a client can be impacted by several different errors.
Column 4 represents the occurrence of the error in the clients,
as quantified from the Maven logs.
The causes of compilation errors are diverse. However,
they are as expected mostly due to errors related to missing
packages, classes, methods, and variables (84.0% of all the
compilations errors). Those errors are directly caused by the de-
bloat procedure, the elements in the bytecode are removed, and
therefore the clients do not compile. We detect 1,096 errors, but
most of them have duplicated causes. Indeed, 20/44 (45.5%)
clients are not compiling because of one single error cause
(which can be unique for each client). Moreover, when a client
fails for a library the other clients of the same library are gener-
ally failing for the same reason. It means that a single action can
solve most of the client problems, i.e., by adding the missing
element to the debloated library. For example, the 8 clients
that are not compiling for the project davidmoten/guava-mini
are all failing for the same reasons: the package
com.github.davidmoten.guavamini.annotations does not
exist and th cl ss from the same package VisibleForTesting
is missing. Those 8 clients would compile if the cl ss
com.gith b.davidmoten.guavamini.annotations.Visible
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TABLE 5: Frequency of the errors for the 44 unique clients that have compilation errors. Note that a client can have multiple errors
from different categories.
Description # Libraries # Clients Occurrence
Cannot find class 15/23 (65.2%) 25/44 (56.8%) 722/1,096 (65.9%)
Package does not exist 8/23 (34.8%) 16/44 (36.4%) 116/1,096 (10.6%)
Unmappable character for encoding UTF8 1/23 (4.3%) 1/44 (2.3%) 100/1,096 (9.1%)
Cannot find variable 8/23 (34.8%) 10/44 (22.7%) 81/1,096 (7.4%)
Cannot find method 1/23 (4.3%) 1/44 (2.3%) 28/1,096 (2.6%)
Static import only from classes and interfaces 2/23 (8.7%) 2/44 (4.5%) 18/1,096 (1.6%)
Method does not override or implement a method from a supertype 3/23 (13.0%) 3/44 (6.8%) 14/1,096 (1.3%)
Processor error 2/23 (8.7%) 11/44 (25.0%) 11/1,096 (1.0%)
Cannot find other symbol 2/23 (8.7%) 2/44 (4.5%) 4/1,096 (0.4%)
UnsupportedOperationException 1/23 (4.3%) 1/44 (2.3%) 1/1,096 (0.1%)
Plugin verification 1/23 (4.3%) 1/44 (2.3%) 1/1,096 (0.1%)
10 Unique errors 23 Unique libraries 44 Unique clients 1,096 Compilation errors
TABLE 6: Frequency of the exceptions thrown during the execution of the tests for the 54 unique clients that have failing test
cases. Note that a client can have multiple exceptions from different categories.
Exception # Libraries # Clients Occurrence
UnsupportedOperationException 28/39 (71.8%) 41/54 (75.9%) 635/744 (85.3%)
IllegalStateException 1/39 (2.6%) 2/54 (3.7%) 55/744 (7.4%)
NoClassDefFoundError 7/39 (17.9%) 7/54 (13.0%) 26/744 (3.5%)
Assert 5/39 (12.8%) 5/54 (9.3%) 12/744 (1.6%)
ExceptionInInitializerError 4/39 (10.3%) 4/54 (7.4%) 4/744 (0.5%)
TargetHostsLoadException 1/39 (2.6%) 1/54 (1.9%) 4/744 (0.5%)
NullPointerException 1/39 (2.6%) 1/54 (1.9%) 3/744 (0.4%)
TimeoutException 1/39 (2.6%) 1/54 (1.9%) 2/744 (0.3%)
PushSenderException 1/39 (2.6%) 1/54 (1.9%) 2/744 (0.3%)
AssertionError 1/39 (2.6%) 1/54 (1.9%) 1/744 (0.1%)
10 Unique exceptions 39 Unique libraries 54 Unique clients 744 Failing tests
ForTesting was not debloated and the number of compilation
errors would be reduced by 104.
Several clients are also not compiling because of their plu-
gins, in order to force the client to use the debloated library,
we inject the debloated library inside the bytecode folder of
the clients. Unfortunately, some plugins of the clients will also
analyze the bytecode of the debloated library that may not
follow the same requirements. Plugin verification error,
Unmappable character for encoding UTF8, and Processor
error are related to this type of bytecode validation.
In the list of errors, we also observe a runtime exception:
UnsupportedOperationException. This error is unexpected
because the compilation should not execute code and therefore
should not trigger a run-time exception. It happens during
the build of jenkinsci/warnings-plugin, which uses the
apache/commons-io:2.6 library. In this case, the compilation
itself of jenkinsci/warnings-plugin does not fail, but the
Maven build does. One of the Maven plugins of this project
relies on one method that is debloated in apache/commons-io,
therefore, the compilation does not fail because of the source
code of the client but because of one particular Maven plugin
used by the client.
Answer to RQ5: JDBL preserves the syntactic correctness
of 957 (95.6%) clients of debloated libraries. This is the
first empirical demonstration that debloat can preserve es-
sential functionalities to successfully compile the clients of
debloated libraries, which validates the relevance of this
approach to remove unnecessary code.
5.3.2 RQ6. To what extent do debloated libraries affect the
behavior of their clients?
In the previous research question, we investigate the impact of
the debloat on the compilation of the clients. In this research
question, we analyze another facet of the debloat that may
affect the clients: the disturbance of their behavior. To do so, we
use the test suite of the clients as the oracle for correct behavior.
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Fig. 11: Results of the tests on the 283 clients that cover at least
one debloated library.
If a test in the client is failing after the debloat of the library,
then debloat breaks the behavior of the client.
As described in Section 4.3.4, in this research question, we
consider the 1,370 clients that use the 220 debloated libraries
that pass all the tests. We check that the client tests cover at least
one class in the library, through dynamic code coverage. We
identify 283/1,370 (20.7%) clients that satisfy this condition.
Figure 11 presents the results obtained after building the
clients with the debloated library and running their test suite.
In total, 229 (80.9%) clients pass all the tests, i.e., they behave
the same with the original and with the debloated library. There
are 54 (19.1%) clients that have more failing test cases with the
debloated library than with the original. However, the number
of tests that fail is only 744/44,428 (1.7%) of the total number of
tests in the clients. This result indicates that the negative impact
of debloated libraries, as measured by the number of affected
client tests, is marginal.
We investigate the causes of the test failures. Table 6 quan-
tifies the exceptions thrown by the clients. The first column
shows the 10 types of exceptions that we find in the Maven logs.
Columns 2–3 represent the number of libraries involved in the
failure and the number of clients affected. Column 4 represents
the occurrence of the exception, as quantified from the logs.
From our observations, the most frequent exception is
UsupportedOperationException with 635 occurrences in the
failing-tests, which affects 75.9% of clients with errors. This
exception is triggered when one of the debloated meth-
ods is executed. The second most common exception is
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IllegalStateException, with a total of 55 occurrences. This
exception happens when the client tries to load a bloated
configuration class and fails. The third most frequent exception,
with 26 occurrences, is NoClassDefFoundError. This excep-
tion is similar to UsupportedOperationException, it happens
when the clients try to load a debloated class in the library.
Interestingly, there are only 12 assertion related exceptions
(11 Assert and 1 AssertionError). Therefore, JDBL does not
change the behavior of the clients significantly, i.e., only 12
assertions are triggered that verify behavior change in the
clients. Having runtime exceptions that are triggered during
the executions of the clients is less harmful than having behav-
ior changes that are not verified during the execution of the
clients, since the runtime exceptions can be monitored and the
execution stops the execution of the client, where a behavior
change can stay hidden and corrupt the state of the clients.
Answer to RQ6: JDBL preserves the behavior of 229 (80.9%)
clients of debloated libraries. The failing tests represent
only 744 (1.7%) of the test suite of the clients that have
failing tests. Moreover, 99.1% of the test failures are due to a
missing class or method, and not due to a behavioral change
which is much harder to detect. These original experiments
and observations show, for the first time, that the negative
impact of debloated libraries is marginal for their clients.
6 THREATS TO VALIDITY
In this section, we discuss internal, external, and construct
threats to the validity of our results.
6.1 Internal validity
The threats to internal validity are related to the accuracy of
JDBL to debloat generic real-world Java projects, and how the
details of its implementation could influence the results. As
explained in Section 3, JDBL relies on a complex stack of ex-
isting bytecode coverage tools. It is possible that some of these
tools may fail to instrument the classes for a particular project.
For example, JaCoCo expects valid so-called "stack map frame"
information in class files of Java version 1.6 or higher. Invalid
class files are typically created by some frameworks which
do not properly adjust stack map frames when manipulating
bytecode. However, since we rely on a diverse set of coverage
tools, the failures of one specific tool are likely to be corrected
by the others. JDBL relies on the official Maven plugins for
dependency management and test execution. Still, due to the
variety of existing Maven configurations and plugins, JDBL
may crash at some of its phases due to conflicts with other
plugins. For example, the Maven shade plugin allows develop-
ers to change the produced JAR by including/excluding custom
dependencies; or the Maven surefire plugin allows excluding
custom test cases, thus altering the validation phase of JDBL.
To overcome this threat and to automate our experiments, we
set the Maven surefire plugin to its default configuration, and
use the Maven assembly plugin to construct the JAR of all the
study subjects.
6.2 External validity
The threats to external validity are related to the generalizabil-
ity of our findings outside the scope of the present experiments.
Our observations in Section 5 about bloat are tailored to Java
and the Maven ecosystem and hence our findings are restricted
to this particular ecosystem. Therefore, the chances are high
that the trace-based debloat approach applied to programs
in different languages would yield different conclusions than
ours. However, we took care to select all the open-source
Java libraries available on GitHub, which cover projects from
different domains. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
largest set of programs used in software debloat experiments.
6.3 Construct validity
The threats to construct validity are related to the relation
between the trace-based debloat approach and the experimen-
tal protocol employed. Our analysis is based on a diverse
set of real-world open-source Java projects. We minimize the
modifications on these projects to run JDBL (only the pom.xml
file is modified). The assessment of the debloat effectiveness
and correctness assumes that all the plugins involved in the
Maven build life-cycle are correct, as well as all the generated
reports. Note that, if a dependency is not resolved correctly by
Maven, then its bytecode is not instrumented. Therefore, the
usage log is not included in the trace, causing JDBL to remove
necessary bytecode. Thus, the quality of the debloat result
heavily depends on the effectiveness of the Maven dependency
resolution mechanism. Furthermore, the applicability of our
trace-based debloat approach heavily depends on the quality
of the workload. In the specific case of our experiments, we
rely on the projects’ test suite; thus, our observations partly
depend on the coverage of the projects, which determines
the completeness of the debloat result. Since we rely on the
developer’s written test cases, we cannot guarantee that the
test suite exercises the main functionalities of the debloated
artifact. However, as explained in Section 4.2, the coverage of
the libraries in our benchmark is high.
7 RELATED WORK
In this section, we present the work related to software debloat
techniques and dynamic analysis.
7.1 Software debloat
Research interest in software debloat has grown in recent years,
motivated by the reuse of large open-source libraries designed
to provide several functionalities for different clients [24], [25].
Seminal work on debloat for Java programs was performed
by Tip et al. [26], [27]. They proposed a comprehensive set of
transformations to reduce the size of Java bytecode including
class hierarchy collapsing, name compression, constant pool
compression, and method inlining. Recent works investigate
the benefits of debloat Java frameworks and Android applica-
tions using static analysis. Jiang et al. [28] presented JRED, a tool
to reduce the attack surface by trimming redundant code from
Java binaries. REDDROID [15] and POLYDROID [29] propose
debloat techniques for mobile devices. They found that debloat
significantly reduces the bandwidth consumption used when
distributing the application, improving the performance of the
system by optimizing resources. Other works rely on debloat
to improve the performance of the Maven build automation
system [30] or removing bloated dependencies [31]. More re-
cently, Haas et al. [9] investigate the use of static analysis to
detect unnecessary code in Java applications based on code
stability and code centrality measures. Most of these works
show that static analysis, although conservative by nature, is
a useful technique for debloat in practice.
To improve the debloat results of static analysis, recent
debloat techniques drive the removal process using information
collected at run-time. In this context, various dynamic analysis
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strategies can be adopted, e.g., monitoring, debugging, or per-
formance profiling. This approach allows debloating tools to
collect execution paths, tailoring programs to specific function-
alities by removing unused code [32], [33], [34]. Unfortunately,
the existing tools currently available for this purpose do not
target large Java applications, focusing primarily on small
C/C++ executable binaries. Sharif et al. [11] propose TRIMMER,
a debloat approach that relies on user-provided configurations
and compiler optimization to reduce code size. Qian et al. [12]
present RAZOR, a tool to debloat program binaries based on
test cases and control-flow heuristics. However, the authors
do not provide a thorough analysis on the challenges and
benefits of using execution traces to debloat software. These
previous works assess the impact of debloat on the size of the
programs, yet, they rarely evaluate to what extent the debloat
transformations preserve program behavior.
This work contributes to the state of the art of software
debloat. We propose a novel approach to debloat Java soft-
ware based on the collection of execution traces to identify
unused software parts. Our tool, JDBL, integrates the debloat
procedure into the Maven build life-cycle, which facilitates its
evaluation and its integration in most real-world Java projects.
We evaluate our approach on the largest set of programs ever
analyzed in the debloat literature and we provide the first
quantitative investigation of the impact of debloat on the library
clients.
7.2 Dynamic analysis
Dynamic analysis is the process of collecting and analyzing the
data produced from executing a program. This long-time advo-
cated software engineering technique is used for several tasks,
such as program slicing [35], program comprehension [36], or
dynamic taint tracking [37]. Through dynamic analysis, devel-
opers can obtain an accurate picture of the software system
by exposing its actual behavior. For example, trace-based com-
pilation uses dynamically-identified frequently-executed code
sequences (traces) as units for optimizing compilation [38], [39].
Mururu et al. [40] implement a scheme to perform demand-
driven loading of libraries based on the localization of call sites
within its clients. This approach allows reducing the exposed
code surface of vulnerable linked libraries, by predicting the
near-exact set of library functions needed at a given call site
during the execution. In this work, we employ dynamic anal-
ysis for bytecode reduction, as opposed to run-time memory
bloat, which was the target of previous works [41], [42], [43],
[44], [45].
In Java, dynamic analysis is often used to overcome the
limitations of static analysis. Landman [19] performed a study
on the usage of dynamic features and found that reflection was
used in 78% of the analyzed projects. Recent work from Xin
et al. [46] utilize execution traces to identify and understand
features in Android applications by analyzing its dynamic
behavior. In order to leverage dynamic analysis for debloat,
we need to collect a very accurate set of execution traces, which
guide the debloat procedure.
Our work contributes to the state of the art of dynamic
analysis for Java programs. JDBL combines the traces obtained
from four distinct code coverage tools through bytecode in-
strumentation [47]. The composition of these four types of
observation allows us to build very accurate and complete
traces, which are necessary to know exactly what parts of the
code are used at runtime and which ones can be removed. To
collect the execution traces, we rely on the test suite of the
libraries. This approach is similar to other dynamic analyses,
e.g., for finding backward incompatibilities [48].
8 CONCLUSION
In this work, we presented a novel approach to automati-
cally debloat software applications based on dynamic analysis,
which we coined as trace-based debloat. We created a tool, JDBL,
that implements this approach to debloat Java projects. JDBL
monitors the execution of a program in order to achieve a
unique goal: collect the minimum set of classes and methods
that are necessary to execute the program with a given work-
load. We have extensively evaluated JDBL using an original
experimental protocol that assessed the impact of the debloat
on the libraries’ behavior, on their size, as well as on their
clients. Our results indicated that 62.2% of classes and 60.9%
of methods in the studied libraries can be debloated, which
represents a reduction of 68.3% of the bytecode size.
Our results provide evidence of the massive presence of
unnecessary code in software applications and the usefulness
of debloat techniques to handle this phenomenon. Furthermore,
we demonstrate the benefits of dynamic analysis to automati-
cally debloat libraries while preserving the functionalities that
are used by their clients.
The next step of trace-based debloat is to specialize applica-
tions with respect to usage profiles collected in production, ex-
tending the debloat to other parts of the program stack (e.g., to
the Java RE, program resources, or containerized applications).
As for the empirical investigation of debloat impact, we aim
at evaluating the effectiveness of trace-based debloat to reduce
the attack surface of applications. These are major milestones
towards full stack debloat in order to drastically reduce the size
of software and achieve significant resource savings.
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